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Guided fishing excursions in Sweden 
 
We at Adventure of Smaland in Sweden offers guided excursions for our fishing guests. The 
trips are planned and framed together with you so we know that you get what you want. Most 
guide days are 5 to 6 hours and are normally taking place at early morning or afternoon and 
evening, this is to make sure we are on the water at the best possibly time. But this can be 
discussed with the clients to make sure you get what you want the guide day can be both 
longer and shorter. Most anglers want their guided trip to be focused around Zander but we 
also offer pike and perch fishing or a mix between the three. The guide will inform you what 
the best fishing method is at the time but are happy to try different techniques if you ask for 
it. To hire a guide is a wonderful way to learn the art of fishing, then you have a teacher and a 
person that knows were the fish are giving you the best chans there is to catch some fish. 
Another good thing for beginners or families that want to try out fishing and consider to hire a 
guide is that at Adventure of Smaland the guide will bring all the equipment you need, so you 
do not need to buy anything before the trip.  For more experienced anglers a guided fishing 
trip offers you the knowledge you need to make you fishing vacation a success. You will get 
to know allot of good spots and the methods and baits that work at that time. The Guide will 
work for you and do everything in his power to ensure a successful fishing day. If you want to 
try top water fishing for perch or spin fishing for pike we will make that happen, it is 
important for us that you get wat you want from the guided trip.   
 
At Adventure of Smaland most of the guiding’s will be at lake Rusken. At lake Rusken the 
trip will take place on a typical american stile fishing boat with good open space, 4 stroke 
engine, electrical motor, high quality fishfinder / chartplotter, rod holders etc. The Guide will 
also bring all the equipment and baits/lures that is needed. Maximum 3-4 guests.  
 
At lake Vrigstadsån the guiding will be taking place from a smaller boat because of 
Vrigstadsåns unique characteristics, and because only electrical motors is allowed. The 
fishing in vrigstadsån is no less interesting then Rusken it is only different.    
 
It is also possibly to place a day at lake Kalvsjön this is a perfect opportunity if you want to 
learn fly-fishing or even develop your already existent skill. Lake Kalvsjön is a beautiful lake 
not only great for experienced anglers but also perfect for families. 
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Sweden Fishing Guide – Mikael Eriksson -  
 
 
The head guide at Adventure of Småland is Mikael Eriksson, Mikael is a professional fishing 
guide that has been working as a guide around the world for more than 10 years. Mikael is a 
native swede born in to a fishing family in the middle part of Sweden he has been fishing ever 
since ha can remember and has a true love for the sport. “ I love to guide it brings me so much 
joy to see outers succeeding with their fishing, Every day at the water I learn something, I 
think in one way everybody does and that gives me great satisfaction”. Mikael started to work  
 

with us 2014. “ The first time I saw this place I was struck by its beauty, and I had heard by 
reputation the fishing was great but still challenging, I wanted to be apart of this operation and 
I have not looked back yet. This area give anglers great opportunities everything from the big 
water fishing at lake Rusken to the finesse fishing at Vrigstadsån. It really offers something 
for everybody and I am very happy to spend my days at this beautiful part of the world”.  
Mikael speaks off curse Swedish but also English and German. “ I try to have a relaxed view 
on the fishing at hand, to make the guest in my boat to feel like a part in a team and to have a 
family atmosphere so everybody feels welcome, because they are. The most important thing 
for me is that we catch fish and the guest fell happy with the excursion, there is no better 
feeling in the world than to se a big fish in the hands of my guest and an even bigger smile on 
the face of the angler. I hope we will meet on the water, and you should be sure to know you 
are more than welcome in my boat Tight lines or Petri Heil// Mikael “. 

 

 

Please contact us for more information.      

                      

Smalandreisen (S) 

Adventure of Smaland 

Langö-Tomteholm 

57002 Stockaryd 

Sverige 

Tel. 0046-382-32026 

Fax 0046-382-32026 

Mobil 0046-70-5825772 

Website: www.smalandreisen.de 

kontakt@smalandreisen.de 
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